Abstract. Cloud computing has been developing rapidly as an emerging technology, it supports the data owner to outsource the data files to the cloud server, then the user can get the ideal results by searching algorithms. Now, the existing searching algorithms cannot support fuzzy multi-keyword searching and result verification very well. So in this paper, we propose a searching algorithm to support fuzzy multi-keyword searching and result verification. Specially, our scheme does not need the dictionary any more, and we use LSH function and bloom filter, together with binary tree to improve the speed of searching. Our experiment has shown that our algorithm has high efficiency for the fuzzy multi-keyword searching in the cloud based on IEEE INFOCOM publications.
Introduction
The cloud computing has been developing rapidly and popular, it has been emerging as a new infrastructure. It brings a lot of convenience to us. Such as the cloud allows company and organization to enjoy the storage savings [4, 5, 6] , the data owner can outsource the data files to the cloud server, and at the same time ,the data user can search the data files to get the corresponding results in the cloud. This means the cloud is a more scalable, low-cost, high efficiency, and therefore it is favorable to us.
But in the real scenario, we can not completely trust the cloud server, because it may leakage the user's sensitive data, such as the health records, financial transactions and so on. So in order to protect our privacy, we need to encrypt the data files before we transmitted to the cloud server. This in turn will make the data utilization a challenging problem. The data user can download all the data files and decrypt them to get the results they want, but it apparently impractical. So as the result, mechanisms that allow users to search directly on the encrypted data are of great interest in the cloud computing era.
Since now, a lot of work has been done to develop a effective searching mechanism which support the encrypted data searching [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . Specially, fuzzy keyword search has made a lot of progress [1] .But all these schemes only support single keyword search, with a common approach involving expanding the index file by covering possible combinations of keyword misspelling so that a certain degree of spelling error, measured by edit distance, can be tolerated. Although a wild-card approach can be adopted to minimize the expansion of the resulting index file, for a letter long keyword to tolerate an error up to an edit distance , the index has to be expanded by O(ld) times. Recently, Wang et al. [14] has proposed an scheme that can support fuzzy multi-keyword searching, moreover, it do not need dictionary anymore. Sun et al. [15] proposed a verifiable privacy-preserving scheme that can support multi-keyword text search in the cloud. But the scheme only can support exact word matching.
Today, an efficient multi-keyword search is still a problem .In this paper, I perform fuzzy multi-keyword search over encrypted data in the cloud and result verification. So in this paper, to meet fuzzy multi-keyword search with high efficiency, we firstly exploit the LSH functions and bloom filter [14] with binary tree . With this approach, the keywords and the query will be described in bigram vector and we uses LSH function to support typo errors and format errors. To validate the efficiency of our approach, we conducted extensive experiment using IEEE INFOCOM publications.
The results show that the our approach has high efficiency for the fuzzy multi-keyword search in the cloud. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
(1) To the best of our knowledge, this is first work that propose fuzzy multi-keyword search result verification.
(2) In contrast to previous keyword search solution [12, 13, 14] , our scheme exploits binary tree to improve the searching efficiency.
(3) We implemented our scheme and performed an evaluation using IEEE INFOCOM publications. The result shows that our scheme has high efficiency.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will state the system model, threat model, design goals and some Preliminaries. In Section 3, we will propose the construction of multi-keyword fuzzy search scheme. And in section 4, we will outline the search result verification scheme. Then we will carry out the experimental performance evaluation and analysis in Section 5. Section 6 will offer some related works and Section 7 concludes the paper publications.
Problem Formulation
System Model. As the figure 1 we can see, to support the multi-keyword fuzzy search over the encrypted data on the cloud, the data owner have to build an secure index tree for the data files, and outsource the index tree to the cloud server together with the encrypted data. To search the encrypted data files, the data user also should give the trapdoor to the server, we assume that the data owner and the data user already have mutual authentication. When the cloud server receives the trapdoor, it will search the index tree, then return corresponding the encrypted data files to the data user, and the authenticated data user can decrypt data files. In this scheme, we believe that the cloud server is "honest-but-curious". We assume the cloud server will honest follow the design procedure to do his job, but he can analyze the information he can get from the secure index and the encrypted data to deduce other information of the data user.
Known Ciphertext Model: In this model, only encrypted document collection and index collection can be known to the cloud server, and all the information are outsourced from the data owner.
Design Goal. In this scheme, we can achieve the following performance and security guarantee:
(1) Multi-Keyword Fuzzy Search: In this scheme, we can solve the fuzzy multiple keyword search, the scheme can tolerate simple typo errors or format errors, it can also return the ideal results.
(2) Privacy Guarantee: In this scheme, we can provide privacy guarantees by not leaking the information about the data files or the query keywords beyond the search results to the cloud server.
(3) Result Verification：In this scheme, the user can verify whether the result come from the cloud server is correctness and completeness.
(4) High Efficiency: In this scheme, we adopt binary tree to improve the searching efficiency.
Preliminaries. LSH function
Locality-Sensitive Hashing: Given a distance metric d, e.g. Euclidean distance, a LSH function hashes close items to the same hash value with higher probability than the items that are far apart. A hash function family H is (r1, r2, p1, p2 )-sensitive if any two points s, t and h ∈ H satisfy:
(2) where d(s, t) is the distance between the point s and the point t Bloom Filter Initially, a Bloom filter is a bit array of m bits, all of which are set to 0. Given a set S = {},a Bloom filter uses l independent hash functions from H ={hi |hi : S → [1, m], 1 ≤ i ≤ l} to insert an element ∈ S into the Bloom filter by setting the bits at all the hi (a)-the positions in the array to 1. To test whether an element q is in S, feed it to each of the l hash functions to get l array positions. If the bit at any position is 0, then q S; otherwise, either q belongs to S or q yields a false positive. The false positive rate of a m-bit Bloom filter is approximately rate of a m-bit Bloom filter is approximately. The optimal false positive rate is when
The Construction of Multi-Keyword Fuzzy Search Keyword Extraction. The first step is to extract keywords for every document in the data files. We denote as:
{,, … , } {,, … , } … Keyword and Query Transformation. Keyword(Query) bigram set bigram vector We need to make the keyword transformation in a bigram set, which contains all the contiguous 2 letters appeared in the keyword. Take "apple" as an example, the bigram set is {#a,ap,pp,pl,le,e# }, then we use -bit long vector to represent the set. In the vector, each element represents one bigram .If the corresponding bigram exists, we set the element is 1;if the corresponding bigram does not exist, we then set the element is 0.So the keyword "apple" can be denoted as an -bit long vector. To preserve the keyword privacy, the data user and the data owner have mutual authentication, so only the authentic user know that the i-th bit denote which bigram set in the bigram vector. The cloud server can not know, so that the scheme can protect the keyword privacy. Build Index. In this scheme, each document has its own index. And each document index generated by its corresponding keywords. In the initial phase, every index is an m-bit bloom filter which every bit is set 0, denoted as:
The primitive bloom filter uses traditional hash functions, in the scheme, we use locality sensitively hash (LSH) function to instead traditional hash function. Because the scheme support fuzzy multiple keyword search, the traditional hash function will let two similar words have completely different output, so we now use LSH function to instead. LSH function can let two similar words have the same output with high probability , so in this paper we uses it to solve the fuzzy keyword search. The detailed procedure shows as follows. We take the {,, … , } as an example. We insert all the keywords in into the empty bloom filter by using two LSH functions, as
Rules：In order to prevent collisions, in this scheme ,we use two LSH functions, if the i-th bit has been set 1,then no matter how many time the bit be mapped, it always be 1. Every data file will be done following this rules, then we can have the index for each file. We donated as:
Build Index Tree.
(1) For each document , we can generate a leaf node, which stores the document index, the identifier, and the hash value for the document.（The hash value is for user to verify the corresponding data files which the cloud server give, we will show you later） (2) Then the searching binary tree can be built following a post order traversal with all the nodes stores an m-bit bloom filter generated in step (1) . All the internal leaves store an m-bit bloom filter generated by his two own child leave (each bit of the bloom filter has the same order with his child leaves). If the value of corresponding bit in the two child leaves at least have 1,then we set the corresponding bit of the internal leave is 1; otherwise we set it is 0. (3) We repeat the step (2) to generate all the leaves until the root node is generated. For example, as the figure 2, the index tree for a document collection of #=8 document with n keywords. Fig. 2 The index tree for a document collection of #=8 documents with n keywords Tree-based search algorithm. In this scheme, the tree-based searching algorithm starts from the root node, when the cloud server receive the trapdoor ,he begin to test whether the keywords in the bloom filter by the LSH, if the query all in the bloom filter ,then we begin to search in his child leaves ,until arrives at the leaf node, the cloud server can return the corresponding the data files. But if query is not in the bloom filter, we stop to search in his child leaves. We take the figure 2 as an example. We assume that the bigram vector of the query is (0,1,0,…),Then we use the vector to test whether the query is in the root node by LSH function. We can find that the root node contains the query , then we continue to test in his child node. We can find the node contains the query, and the node don't. So, the next step is to test the child node of node , and stop to test the child node of node . At last, we will find the node is the results we need. So the cloud server will return documents in to the user.
Search Result Verification
In this scheme, we assume the cloud server is "honest-but-curious", so the data user should verify the search results he received whether is false or contain errors. Our verification mechanism can achieve following goals: (1) Correctness: it can test the search results whether is true and remain unmodified; (2) Completeness: it can test the search results whether is completeness.
The detailed procedures show as follows:
In this scheme, the data owner first need to compute the hash value of every document , then he store the hash value in the corresponding leaf node. Then the data owner can generate the hash value, which summary its child nodes:).Every nodes do as this until we get the hash value of the root node, then the data owner signs the hash value , outsource to the cloud server.
To let the data user to verify the search results, the cloud server should return not only the search results, but also the minimum secure index tree, the hash value and the index of the unreturned documents in the minimum index tree, he hash values and the index of the necessary non-leaf nodes outside the sub-tree, which are not accessed in the search process, and the root signature . For example, if the cloud server return the data to the search user, together with the sub-tree which included , ,.
When the data user receive the information, the data owner can search the tree again to verify the return results, and he can compute the root signature by the hash value of the returned nodes.
Experimental Results
In order to test the efficiency of the scheme, we use more than one million data files, which come from the IEEE INFOCOM publication to do the experiment. We implement our schemes on a notebook equipped with Intel Core2 T6670 processor with 2.2GHz and 6G 1600 MHz DDR3 memory. To improve the results precision, the value of the experiment is an average of 100 times experiment values. In order to prove the high efficiency of our scheme, we also implement Wang et al [14] scheme on the same desktop PC using the same data files.
(1) Trapdoor generation: The trapdoor generation process consists only one step: the bigram vector.
So it consumes little time. The following figure can show the trapdoor generation time for the query which the query consists of different numbers of keywords. We can see that the time consuming is very small. Fig. 3The Trapdoor build time for a single file with # of the keywords (2) Search over the encrypted data files: The search operation executed at the cloud server which need to check the query whether is in the datasets by bloom filter and LSH functions. The following figure 4 shows that the searching speed of our scheme and Wang's scheme .We implement the experiment on 100 thousand datasets. We can see that when the number of data files is 100 thousand, our searching speed is faster than Wang. In addition, when the number of keyword is more and more, our searching speed will be faster due to the binary tree. The figure 5 shows that in our scheme ,as the number of the documents is growing ,our searching speed is growing slower than the Wang. And when the number of documents is 100 thousand, our searching is apparently faster than Wang. In short, our scheme has high efficiency, especially when the number of document is large. 
Related Works
A. Single Keyword searchable Encryption To solve the single keyword searching problem, a lot of efforts has been done. Song et al. [4] has proposed the symmetric key setting for the first time. Then Goh [5] , Chang et al. [6] and Curtmola et al. [7] has improved the security definitions. Also, Wang et al has done a lot of works in ranking returned results. But all the related works only solved the single keyword searching problem.
B. Boolean Keyword Searchable Encryption To support more functionalities for the keyword search over the encrypted data in the cloud, some works has done to solve conjunctive search. [12, 13] . Later, encryption schemes has proposed to support the conjunctive keyword search and disjunctive search. However, all the related works can not support multi-keyword searching over the encrypted data in the cloud. So Wang et al has done a lot of work to solve the problem. Recently, Wang et al [14] has proposed an effective solution to solve the fuzzy multi-keyword searching on the encrypted cloud data. They firstly use LSH functions and bloom filter to solve the problem 
